
MasterBatemans Bay HHH                   The Egalitarian Hash  

Where sobriety in moderation is tolerated 
                                                 Trash Volume:  A gentle hummmmm 

 

MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

Run Number:  179 May 2021 

Hair: Lost Rooster 

Technical Advice: Rooster Booster 

Weather:  Autumnal 

Afters: Brumbies won. Late. 

Score:  .69 for run 10 for walk 

 

Well, it looked a bit like this from the celestial 

scanner. 

 
I make no comment about Dangles as he was not 

there, nor about any other person who may 

resemble this. The run appears to have been a 

decidedly non Pearl like 6.3 km or so and taken 

some people over an hour to complete. 

 

The Wankers however, led possibly by Babbling 

on a flying visit to the region, wandered to the 

beat of the own drum (in a non warlike way) 

 
 

 

Naturally Winnie and Energizer went straight to 

the drink stop. In a bit of a coup, they managed 

to make the ten steps from the couch to the 

verandah without spilling a drop. 

 

For others, it did get a bit dangerous there for a 

while. 

 
 

And this is not a comment about any person who 

may or may not have attended as I don’t think we 

have any runners or walkers called Cliff. Unless 

they dropped over while I was otherwise 

engaged. 

 

Some said it was an arsehole of a run. 

 
 

But perhaps I digress.  What happened? 

 



MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

 

Well, it seems there were a few turned up 

perhaps out of curiosity. After the usual faff at 

the start and a bit of chalk talk from the hair/s  

 
the pack sorta meandered off down the hill.  

 

(I have to retune the bloody drone but I think 

that is what happened. In a welcome return to 

form the GeeEmm (Haemorrhoid to some) 

launched himself on the runners trail. A few 

other strung out behind (see pic for  other 

behinds) including Too Keen, Black Dog, 

CountHerFeet and Gobbles. GreenFinger brung 

up the rear.  

 

The walkers took a leisurely and conversational 

stroll. Infallible, Lost Rooster, Bunz and 

Babbling do walking and talking in some style but 

without any outward effort. And they did make it 

to the drink stop. 

 
 

So did a few others although not without a minor 

amount of confusion, even slight misdirection, 

dare one say? 

 
 

Others strolled along in the own little world 

communing and soliloquising on the beauty around 

them 

 
 

Or just putting one foot in front of the other. 
 

 



MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

 

 
 
There appears to  have been a circle and some 

charges and singing and former RA, Hash Cash 

and GeeEmm and Mighty Aphrodite all calling in 

to the circle from remote locations. 

 

It was noisy but waddya xpect with BlackDog 

controlling the phone and the GeeEmm and RA of 

such deep experience. 

 
 

 

I think Gobbles mighta been rooted. Or maybe 

he just spat the dummy when BlackDog won the 

shield. It was all getting a big vague in 

transmission and the Brumbies carpark was noisy, 

but I think the others could have included 

Greenfinger for going down on CountHerFeet 

Babbles for shortest run in history (last 10 

steps to drink stop). 
CountHerFeet for being in shock (see above). 

Winnie and Energizer for just being drink stop 

sluts (perennial charge). And swear I could hear 

the faint strains of the birthday song for 

GreenFinger. Then a spirited rendition of the 

MBH3 anthem, the tune for which also featured 

at the recent Anzac Day ceremonies (although 

with modified words). 

 

At about this time the drone went offline 

possibly because the pack declared the circle 

wallaby ted’s brother and the proliferation of 

red wine obscured any further sensible 

transmission. 

 

In the meantime, at a location far far away 

Mighty Aphrodite was just horsing around. 

 
 

Em tasol tumas. 

 

 

NEXT RUN 

 

RUN 180 

WHEN: Saturday 7 June 2021 at 3PM  
WHERE:  Merinda Street Malua Bay 

HAIR:   Infallible 

AFTERs:  Yep. 

Make sure you tell Infallible if you are staying 

for dinner. weobrien@hotmail.com t 

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE 
RUN 181  Gobbles Winter Curry Run 

WHEN: Saturday 3 July 2021 at 3PM  
WHERE:  Maloney’s Beach 
HAIR:  Gobbles 
AFTERs:  127 Litchfield Cres Long Beach.  Let him and 

CHF know if you wanna eat. Or drink.  
Contact Gobbles at 

fowlermike007@gmail.com  particularly if you would 

like to contribute a curry. 

mailto:weobrien@hotmail.com
mailto:fowlermike007@gmail.com


MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

 

 RUN 182 
WHEN: Saturday 7 August 2021 at 3PM  
WHERE:  TBA (I assume the hair will let us know) 
HAIR:  Double Fister 
AFTERs:  You Bet. 
 A production extraordinaire, Full Moon, Belco… what 

could possibly go wrong. 

Email to jestosterone@hotmail.com 

 

 RUN 183 
WHEN: Saturday 4 September  2021 at 3PM  
WHERE:  Pacific Street, Batemans Bay 
HAIR:  Likealotta 
AFTERs:  Usually. 

 RUN 184 

WHEN: Saturday 2 October 2021 at 3PM  
WHERE:  Potato Point  
HAIR:  Maggott 
AFTERs:  Mostly. 
 4th Potato Point Classic. Details to be worked out. Note 

it is a long weekend but that is no reason to change the 

date. Daylight saving starts next day 
 

 

mailto:jestosterone@hotmail.com

